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Abstr?ct - 

One of the main goals of health physics at high energy 
accelerators is to define-some realistic s&~empirical f&-mulaet~~ 
calculate dose Drooaeation behind shielding in case of accidental 
losses of the 6eain.‘Using the EGS Monjecarlo code one can 
evaluate the gamma component of the cascade produced in an 
elect-on storaie ring and verify that it is possible tdassume to have 
a ooint source inside the shieIdinE (source term) followed hy an 
ex’ponential attenuation at the interaction region. We preseni the 
results of a preliminary evaluation of the behaviour of the source 
terms and the attenuation coefficients as a function of primary 
electron cncrgy. 

The calculation of the shielding around high energy electron 
accelerators may be approached in several ways. 

Montecarlo programs can be used directly to propagate the 
electromagnetic cascade generated by electrons through any 
material of any shape in any direction. However, it is rather 
difficult and time consuming to be realistic in the simulation of the 
beam losses at an accclcrator (possible trqet posjlion. shape and 
thickness, shielding configuration and shape, etc) such that these 
programs are more often used as a check for other types of 
evaluations. 

Another approach consists in scaling and adapting experimental 
measurements; however, there arc very few experimental data 
available and rather seldom they are not general enough to allow 
their use to practical shielding situations. 

The more used, for radiation protection purposes, is the 
semiempirical method. This method is an extension and a 

simplification of the phenomenological model introduced by H. 
Moyer [ 11. One assumes that the primary particle beam hits upon a 
target: the first aim is the determination of the shape of the target (or 
of the targets) and its (or their) possible location around the riny. 
Secondary particles are emitted from the target as a result 01 
electromagnetic and nuclear interactions: the second goal is to 
estimate t!le type, the number and the energy sI’ectrum of thrs? 
narticlcs that shall be attenuated in the accclcraror shielding i.e. 
&fining the “source terms”. 

The erounine of the type and eneryy of the particles in <‘;l<h 
_ I  .  _. 

source tern is generally done in such a way as torequire a unique 
dose attenuation factor for each source. 

Montecarlo programs become very useful to verify, specify and 
extend the energy range of the source terms and of the 
corresponding radiation attenuation coefficients. 

In the present work, we have used the Montecarlo code 
EGS4[7] to study the source terms in copper for gamma-ray 
bremstrahlung at 0” and 90’ and the relative attenuation factors in 
concrete for accelerators of energy bet&en some 100 MeV and 10 
GeV, which are today rather popular for synchrotron radiation 
production. 

Considerations about the Source Tm 

Generally, the source term is assimilated to a pointlike source 
such that it follows also the inverse-square attenuation law. It will 
be located at particular points along the ring and its intensity and 
spectral shape may vary with its location in the ring. 

It is generally expressed in terms of dose-rate af a given type of 
radiation per unit beam power emitted at a given angle from the 
direction of the primary electron beam at one meter from the source 
point. 

Several authors have studied the source term approach: we cite 
just the more recent [2],[31. The late W.P. Swanson had 
summarized various results in a very elegant and useful booklet 
141. 

These authors base their considerations mainly upon two 
experimental measurements reported by H. Dinter and K. Tesch [S] 
and by T. Jenkins [6J. From these experimental data, Dinter et al 
[?-I and Ilirnyama et al 131 try to extrapolate general source terms 
and attenuation factors and to confirm their validity by using the 
hkmecnrlo Code EGS 171. They suggest som? repressions for the 
ST and for the attenuation factors that have been summarized b;, 
Swanson 141. 

However. WC feel rhat some of the expressions they find arc 
rather peculiar fo the experiments they have been derived from ,tnd 
do not grant the gencrality..th:u is rcquircd for the source 1ern1. 

In our opinion, to detme the source term in the most general 
and useful way to allow direct shirld~~g evalunlion. one shall krp 
in mind the following requirement!.. 
I i The source singled out and specified by, the source term must 

be a point source: it must be propagated m the given directions 
by an inverse square law. This does not imply that the source 
must also> Iw isotropic. 

2) ‘I‘hc attenuation of the sclectrd radiation in the shielding mu.\, 
follow a simple exponential Iaw, without any huiltl-up due to 
further development of the rlecrromagn~tic ca~ade inride tllr 
shielding. This implie? that the gamma cascnde is fall! 
dcv~~l~~pec! in tl~ lq;rl. 
liec~wxr~lcrits 1 1 and 2! fcrx to ick:itc t!ii. ~ou:x~ ill ;j “thii~b” 

targrr. 
-3) Thr souri‘c intrri3itv ,ii.~ll Ilc m~xililiirtl in or&s: to a\‘c~id 

dangerous under-estim;ltion of the rquirrtl shielding thi<knc<s. 
‘I‘bc m:~xirnization of the source tel-m iz c%tairt& by the 
optimization of the rargct, l.c. by lindin g tht’ tar~ct shape ~iti 
thickness th;it assure the maximum gamma emission in a soiitl 
atn$le large ennugh to grant conditions I) and 2). ?‘his 
0pii:“iza~ioi1 of the target must he p~r!‘ormcd for all the 
prop;i&on directions (often just at 0” and ‘JO’). 
If one atl<lpts the “thin” target gromctry. as XXIX author-\ 

suggest, one finds higher doses a~ 0” but the propagation ot’ ;hc 
gamma radiarion in the shielding may become much more 
ci!mplic;lred than a simple ir:\ ci-se-scluarc anti, In ;lililition. ii huilil- 
up factor inside the shielding due to incomplete tfrvclqment of tl~ 
c~aw:~de shall hr intrcxluccd. 

The tultllli:~g of’thcrc rqu,rc:‘:‘cnr5 il:tr-cillu.-c\; ‘i,>*nc prkic’tiv;II 
xquircmrntb to be realized in the ring. For instance. at ihe possitllt: 
loss points for the primary electran beam inside the accelerator 
\vt1ere tile “rc:ij” larget is no1 hick rnou~h, it is i!~iv;s:tt?lC to 

iztroduce additional mnlcrial (e.g. some lead blocks) to provide for 
e~l:!u~h thickness for the cascade to tievelol) 

Titc prin-x1-y elcctl-on pencil bc,un hit5 a c‘opper tLugct: rhe 
sccc,ntlary gammas produced at 0” and 90” arc aItenuated in layers 
nf ordinary concrc1c (dcn\ity 2.3 g/cmi) IO arid S cm thich 
rrapecrively. 

SirnuI~~liori\ hsve &it pc’fi.~rrncd in I\10 scplnitr \tcps: 
a) ‘l‘be c~ptimiz.iltion of the dimension5 of the target thaw. for 

simplifying the geometry, is assumed to be cylindrical. 
h) The calculations of the source. terms and the dose attenuations. 

The ‘iaurce Term and-&e Dose Attenuation Factors at 0” __I__ 

i) Tt:e Target Optimization 

For each electron energy we have determined the target 
thickness which gives the maximum of gamma production and 
plotted it as a function of electron energies. 

We have checked that the transvcrs~~l si7e of the target is n(li 
relevant provided that it is large in comparison with the incident 
beam section. In all thr simulations of the source term at 0” we have 
considered cylindrical targets of different thicknesses with 1 cm 

rxlitis. 
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ii) The Source Terms and the Ahsorption Cccfficitnts 

The gammas generated by the interactions of elrctrons with the 
target cover a wide energy spectrum. Most of gammas &are emitted 
at low energies but a higher energy component of spectra can not 
be ignored. The gamma rays are also spread over wide angular 
d:sii-ibtlh~ls. 

‘I’o calculate the source term at 0”, we must consider a vcrv 
small portion of solid angle and score the gammas emitted within ii. 
The choice of this angle is not trivial: it must be neither too smail, 
t<-8 avoid stochactic effects (poor statistic), nor to large, to average 
correctly. 

The figure I shows the geometry used for the evaluation of thr 
c011rct: tui~i ar,il the c!osc attenuation at 0” in cotxxle. 

pxil 
e~ecuon 

::I::,- ham ~~ 
g i$& &&;y~ ::> 

q Cylindrical Cu target q Concrete blczks 1 Scoring surface 

l;isure 1. The geometry used for the simulation of the source term 
at oO. 

7 he gntntn;is gcnerareti in the target are scored and converted 
In10 dose. using the flux-to-dose conversion factors [R], at the 
crossing ot a sm;ill surface (having an area of about I cmz), 
posirioned a: 0”, I m far from the target. Scoring surfaces of the 
satn1 dimen5icxx are usr’d to calculate the g:m:m;l beam attenuatior; 
in some conxelc layers each one 10 cm thick. 

l’he source term S(, (expressed in terms of‘ Sv/h (kW/n$) ‘,I. 
can be plcltkd ,IS a ftmction of beam enerev (figure 2). Ihc fit of 
rhrse points let us obtain a semiempirical f;)&1ula which relates the 
chvcr:~te due to the g:unm:~ component of the cascade produced at 
sllr;ill angles, ~7lculaleil in units of beam power ikW), at I m from 
the source. to the electron energy F,,(CreV): 

u’here .A = l.Oh*:lO’l and B= 0.88. 
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Figure 2. Source term at 0’ versus electron energy. 

In figure 2 the fit is superimposed over the calculated points: in 
the considered energy range the agreement is rather good. 

The mean dose attenuation coefficients in ordin<ary concrete 
have been evaluntzd with the same procedure: by scoring the dose 
from gammas crossing the same surface positioned at different 
concrete depths. Since the gammas are not montwnergietic, the 
absorption curves do not present uniform slopes. 

The numerical values of the mean attenuation factors p~g(n~-1) 
for different elec*;ron energies En are listed in table I. 

Table 1. Dose attenuation coefficients in concrete at 0” for 
various electron energies. 

..--. . . ..__ __. 
b (GeV) p() (n-1) 

____.~______________~~---~~~--~~~.~.~~~~..--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~.~~~~.~~..~~..-~.. 

0. 1 3.2 + 0.2 
0.3 4.3 It 0.2 
0.5 4.1 iI 0.2 

I 4,s Ik 0.2 
2 4.1 i 0.2 
s 3.3 1 0.1 

10 3.5 i 0.1 

Although a slight decrease with E0 can be distinguished, as a 
“rule of thumb”, we would suggest to consider only two ranges of 
energies and to assume the mean value of absorption coefficients as 
foIlows: 

po= 4.1 Ii’ for E,, 5 2 CieV 
and: 

I(,== 1.3 Ill -’ for 2 GeV < E,, 5 10 CieV 

The Source Temx and the dose attenuation factors at 

i) The Target Optimization 

We have considered the same geometry adopted for the 0” 
optimization and scored gammas cmitred out of (he lalrral walls of 
the target. The gamma efficiency calculated per incident electron 
and normalized over the lateral wall has hren evaluated as a 
function of target lenght and radius for each electron energy. 

ii! ‘I’hc Source Tcnn nt 94 Y’ and the Absqtion C’oel’fi~3en1s 

In the evalulltion of the source term at !XP the gammas crossing 
the wall of the target arc scored and converted mto dose when thq 
hit a large scoring surface surrounding the Cu target at I m from it 
(see figure 3). Therefore the doses are averaged over a large 
cylindrical area. 

r-J c~lillii:lcal ru urger @ (‘l~Il(t/l-Il~~~i/,ir~,P h.ih.L\ r-J \‘.uurll 

Figure 3. The geometry used for the simukition of ~hz source 
term at ‘HP. 
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The value of the source term at 90” (expressed in terms of Sv/h 
(KW/m*)-l)., as a function of the electron ttnergy is shown in figure 
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Figure 4. Source term at 90’ versus electron energ) 

For E, > 1 GeV the source term is practically constant. To be 
conservative, we suggest to assume’ 

.$(I (Sv/b (KW/m”)-1) = 40 

for the whole considered energy range. 
The dose attenuation factors have been evaluated by scoring the 

dose from gammas which cross some concentric cylinders of 
concrete surrounding the target. 

As it w;ib expected, the attenuation coefficient\ arc higher th:tn 
in the 0’ geometry, since the energy of the ganxnas is lower. 

The numerical values of the attenuation factors are listed in table 
2. They do not depend on E,,. We suggesr to adopt the conservative 
value: 

py(i = 9.4 m-l for 100 MeV Cc EC, < IO GeV 

Table 2. Dose attenuation coefficients in conc‘rete at 90” for 
various electron energies. 

Eo (GCVI ho b--l 1 

0.1 10.2 2 0.6 
0.3 JO.5 + 0.2 
0.5 10.4 rt 0.3 

: 9.8 9.4 f i 0.3 0.4 
5 9.6 rt 0.3 

10 9.4 F 0.4 

The Comparison with Swanson SemieIngirical Formulae 

The table 3 reports the values of the semiempirical formulae 
suggested by Swanson for the gamma source terms as a function of 
electron energy at 0” and 90”and the results of our Montecarlo 
simulations. 

Table 3. Comparison between Swanson and EGS source terms 
semiempirical formulae. Here FQ are expressed in MeV. 

Source terms 0’ 90” 
(Sv h 1 KW 1 m*) 

Energy range 

_----------------.-..~--.~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~~..~..~..~.... 
SWANSON F, < 20 MeV 20 E”2 50 

b?LOMeV 3.102 Eo 50 

EGS loo MCV < JZ,, < IO GeV * ( 1-e-B’E”) 40 
where: 
A = 1.06 106 
B = 2.77 1O-z 

The Swanson source tern7 at 0” as a function of beam energy is 
plotted over the EGS4 results in figure 5. In the simulation we 
cover the “suggested” portion of the Swanson formula. Both 
expressions represent a source term which increases with the 
energy of the primary beam: for Eo>20 MeV a linear trend is 
suggested by Swanson while a curve with something similar to a 
saturation value for higher values of 6 has been obtained in the 
simulations. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of Swanson and EGS4 semiempirical 
formulae for the source term at 0”. 

According to Swanson formula the source term at 90” is giver: 
by SO Sv h-: kW 1 m2 for all the electron energies. In our 
si’mulations we obtain a constant value which approachs 40 Sv h-1 
hW 1 II$ for I+ 1 GcV and a rough linear trend at lower energicf. 

Concerning the dose attenuation coefficients (table 4), Swanson 
suggests to adopt the same mean value of 5.3 ml for both 0” and 
90” direction at all the energies. 

For the 0” direction we found that the attenuation coefficients 
veries between 3.3 m-1 and 4.S ml. At 90” the attenuation factors 
are practically independent on Eo and can be assumed equal to 
9 m-l. 

Table4. Comparison between Swanson and EGS mean 
attenuation coefficients. 

Attenuation coeff.(tn-I) Energy range 0 90” 

SWANSON All the energies 5.3 5.3 
EGS lOOMeV<:&<2GeV 4.1 9.4 

2GeV<Eo< 10GeV 3.3 9.4 
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